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WHEREAS, the Consolidated Students of the University of Nevada (CSUN) represents all 25,000+ undergraduate students enrolled at the University of Nevada Las Vegas; AND

WHEREAS, the Senate of the Consolidated Students of the University of Nevada, under the authority of CSUN Constitution VI.D.01, is “empowered to enact any legislation that falls under the jurisdiction of CSUN”; AND

WHEREAS, Chapter 1220 of the CSUN Bylaws has been added to establish a sponsorship to financially support the Fostering Scholars program for the purpose of financial assistance for students on campus who were in foster care after the age of 13; AND

THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED, that the following amendments to the CSUN Bylaws shall reflect the Fostering Scholars Program Sponsorship for the 2023-2024 academic year and onwards - until changes are proposed through the CSUN University Initiatives Committee and approved by the CSUN Senate.

ADDENDUM A

CHAPTER 1220: FOSTERING SCHOLARS PROGRAM SPONSORSHIP
SECTION 01: PURPOSE
A. To create a permanent funding mechanism for UNLV’s Fostering Scholars Program.

SECTION 02: FUNDING
A. Each July, an amount of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) from the CSUN Sponsorship Budget received from student fees shall be transferred to the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program from the CSUN sponsorship budget.

SECTION 03: REQUIREMENTS
A. Each February, the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program shall send a representative of the Fostering Scholars Program to the University Initiatives Committee to present a budget that meets these requirements and justifies the continued sponsorship of the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program. Once approved by the University Initiatives Committee, an amount not to exceed $20,000 will be transferred to the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program.

B. Funding received by the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program shall go to providing coaching and support funding at UNLV for eligible UNLV students, who have been in foster care since the age of 13.

C. Representatives from the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program shall provide various reports to CSUN:
   a. Give a report on the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program’s use of the sponsorship budget once in the Fall Semester and once in the Spring semester.

D. CSUN’s name shall be featured prominently on sponsored marketing material.
   a. Either an official CSUN logo or the words “UNLV CSUN” shall appear on team sponsored marketing materials prepared by the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program or CSUN.
   b. For purposes of this section, marketing materials shall be defined as shirts, flyers, or any other materials designed to promote.

E. It is the responsibility of the current Chair of University Initiatives to contact the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program prior to July 1st of each fiscal year to present them with the most recent copy of their sponsorship.

F. All funds not expended by the UNLV Fostering Scholars Program at UNLV for any and all purposes outlined within this chapter shall be returned to the CSUN Sponsorship Budget on or before April 30 of each calendar year.

SB 54-33, ADOPTED by the Senate on this ___ Day of ___, 20__